
Nisos Announces Comprehensive Managed Intelligence Suite

Managed IntelligenceTM company invests in elite cyber talent and technology to provide holistic risk
reduction solution

April 4, 2023 - ALEXANDRIA, VA – Nisos, the Managed Intelligence CompanyTM, today announced the
company’s new Managed Intelligence Suite, a new service that provides users with an initial risk
assessment, ongoing monitoring and deep threat investigation to enhance threat response and
prevention. The comprehensive offering builds on the momentum Nisos achieved in 2022 in response
to growing industry demands for a holistic risk reduction service, and as a result of the company’s
investments in intelligence technology and top-caliber cyber talent.

“The increasing market demand for Managed IntelligenceTM is driven by companies putting a greater
emphasis on intelligence to inform their business and security operations, but many are still struggling
with operationalizing these insights,” states David Etue, CEO at Nisos. “The Nisos Managed Intelligence
Suite extends our ability to help more cybersecurity, corporate security and trust and safety teams by
providing a complete, fiscally responsible solution that delivers timely, relevant, and immediately
useful intelligence that cuts through the noise so clients can focus on the most material physical and
digital threats.”

“We scaled our teams and technology to support this growing demand to deliver a solution that eases
the intelligence burden for organizations around the world– from doubling our analysis and operations
teams and obtaining hard-to-hire experts with federal agency and Fortune 500 experience to investing
in our intelligence platform,” adds Etue.

The company’s intelligence platform empowers Nisos analysts and provides scalable intelligence
compiled from dozens of proprietary and commercially available tools and data feeds to support broad
use-cases ranging from data leaks and exposure, M&A risk diligence, insider threats, executive
protection andmore. In addition, Nisos’ skilled team of expert data collectors, analysts, linguists, dark
web navigators and client success directors serve as an extension of client teams, empowering
companies to reduce their risks and the impact of threats. The Managed Intelligence Suite is designed
to effectively address an organization’s intelligence needs from a people, process and technology
perspective.

“We trust Nisos and the Managed Intelligence Suite to provide contextualized and impactful threat
intelligence monitoring and investigations,” comments Matthieu Chan Tsin, Director of Threat
Intelligence at Cowbell Cyber, regarding the immediate, tangible impact of the new Nisos service on
their cybersecurity threat intelligence program. “The team’s reports, which are composed to answer

https://nisos.com/
https://www.nisos.com/managed-intelligence/


our questions, include actionable findings and recommendations that allow us to identify andmitigate
threats before they impact our business.”

Nisos’ comprehensive intelligence suite is the result of the company’s ability to scale with
organizations’ growing intelligence needs - following its own steady growth from 60 new hires in 2022
to doubling monthly revenue over the past 24 months. This growth has accelerated Nisos’ ability to
provide high customer satisfaction, leading to 100 percent net revenue retention and subscription
revenue increasing four times over the past 12 months.

About Nisos
Nisos is The Managed Intelligence Company™. Our analyst-led intel investigations, assessments, and
monitoring services empower your security, intelligence, and trust and safety teams. We provide
accurate, customized intelligence that guides your security and risk decisions - protecting your
organization, assets, and people. For more information visit: www.nisos.com.
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